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Dark Lord Botoshen (Oriana) - has possessed Tara's body
Beth (Sarah) - doesn't know whether she's loved
Mr. Leclerc (Jesse) - isn't a Practitioner (yet)

Michelle (Amy) - is literally an angel
Vinni (Qasim) - the guy with connections

Props/Furniture:
Checkers Board game

Table
Three Chairs
Paper Bag
Stick



Dark Lord Botoshen stands with a bag over her head, 
occasionally growling. Mr. Leclerc inspects her from a 
prudent distance by poking her with a stick. Beth cowers 
under or behind a table and three accompanying chairs. 

BETH
I'm starting to think you're not a 
real priest Mr.Leclerc.

LECLERC
Of course not, Beth. Priests are 
Catholic.

BETH
Well, not a real Christian 
Scientist whatever.

LECLERC
We're called Practitioners.

BETH
Okay, practitioner. But you haven't 
figured out how to get that thing 
out of her.

LECLERC
Give me a break, I'm gonna get 
trained.

BETH
Your flier didn't say you weren't 
trained!

LECLERC
How many exorcism fliers have you 
seen?

BETH

LECLERC
I just need one more recommendation 
letter to get into Christian 
Scientist school.

BETH
You want me to write you a rec 
letter. 

LECLERC
I promise it won't be weird. Look, 
I already wrote it- all you have to 
do is sign.
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Leclerc pulls a crumpled piece of paper out of his pocket.

BETH
You haven't even done the job yet!

LECLERC
It's fine, we'll work it out later.

BETH
Do you at least have any theories 
about all of the weird gyrations 
she was doing earlier?

Beth tries to imitate what she has seen the Dark Lord doing.

LECLERC
Are you kidding? Obviously she was 
doing the Macarena. 

BETH
The what?

LECLERC
What kind of hole do you have to 
live in to not know what the 
Macarena looks like?

BETH
I don't know any of this theology 
stuff! That's why I hired you!

LECLERC
You hired me because you're cheap.

BETH
And you get what you pay for. 

LECLERC
That's unfair.

Leclerc continues poking Lord Botoshen with his stick.

BETH
Unfair? What's unfair is losing the 
love of your life to some kind of 
creepy demon.

LECLERC
Oh, y'all were together? I wasn't 
getting that vibe at all.

BETH
What do you mean were? We both love 
each other very much.
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LECLERC
You put weird emphasis on 'both' 
there.

BETH
No I didn't. 

LECLERC
Oh, I get it. You said you love her 
and she didn't say it back.

BETH
How would you- That's none of your 
business.

LECLERC
When did this whole "possession" 
thing start?

BETH
Six hours ago. Right after she and 
I talked about...  

LECLERC
Are you sure she's not faking?

BETH
If you think she's faking, by all 
means take the bag off her head.

LECLERC
No! I can't go through that again.

BETH
Tara wouldn't lie to me.

Beth shouts in Dark Lord Botoshen's face.

BETH (CONT’D)
YOU WOULDN"T DARE! WOULD YOU, TARA? 
Would you?

Beth stares at the Dark Lord for a moment. Beth goes to 
remove the bag.

BETH (CONT’D)
You can't say anything worse than 
what you didn't say.

A knock at the door.

BETH (CONT’D)
They're here. 
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LECLERC
Who's they?

BETH
I have this friend from my Scrabble 
group who fixes things.

LECLERC
You mean, like, killing people?

BETH
No, fixing problems. What is wrong 
with you?

Beth opens the door. Michelle bursts in eagerly carrying 
Checkers, followed by Vinni.

MICHELLE
Hello, new best friends! I am very 
much looking forward to being 
normal and not different with all 
of you.

BETH
Uh, are you the-

VINNI
Yeah Beth, she's the one I told you 
about.

MICHELLE
Dear friend Mr.Vinni said you liked 
to play the Jenga and the Catan, 
but I brought Checkers!

Leclerc raises his hand.

MICHELLE (CONT’D)
I know what you are all thinking. 
How will we play the checkers with 
5 people?

LECLERC
Yeah, that was my question.

MICHELLE
We have a tournament! You will go 
first?

Michelle sets the Checkers box on the table and looks at Beth 
expectantly. 

BETH
Vinni, are you sure this is the-
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VINNI
Yes, she can help. Would the 
Vinnster ever lie to you?

BETH
Just last week you told me you knew 
Animal Collective.

VINNI
Well, not the Animal Collective, 
obviously.

BETH
And the week before that you said-

VINNI
This time is for real!

MICHELLE
Do not be afraid. I am sure you are 
excellent at the Checkers like all 
of us normal females.

Michelle notices the Dark Lord Botoshen for the first time 
and crosses to her.

MICHELLE (CONT’D)
Hello friend! What is your name?

Dark Lord Botoshen doesn't react.

MICHELLE (CONT’D)
It is okay, friend. I am quiet too 
sometimes.

LECLERC
You probably shouldn't be that 
close to her.

MICHELLE
Why did they cover your face?

Michelle removes the bag. Dark Lord Botoshen immediately 
starts doing the Macarena. Michelle goes cold and replaces 
the bag. Dark Lord Botoshen stops dancing.

MICHELLE (CONT’D)
Mr. Vinni, why is there a possessed 
person in this apartment?

VINNI
What makes you think she's 
possessed?
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MICHELLE
Do not pretend like you do not know 
what the Macarena dance means.

VINNI
That's it! I knew that dance was 
from something.

LECLERC
Why do none of you people know the 
Macarena? Do you not get invited to 
weddings?

MICHELLE
You only brought me here to fix 
her.

Vinni pulls out his phone.

VINNI
Now that you mention it, that would 
be super chill if you could. Can 
you do something with lightning?

MICHELLE
Was this whole night a lie? The 
Panera Bread? The Paddington 2? 

VINNI
Whoah, whoah. You're saying I 
figured out you had angel powers 
then brought you here to fix this 
possessed girl? Do you know how 
crazy you sound?

MICHELLE
None of you actually want to play 
the board games with me.

LECLERC
I would actually love to play this 
game with you called Recommendation 
Letter. 

BETH
You're all getting off track from 
what's really important here. 
The love of my life (Leclerc 
coughs) is trapped somewhere in 
here.

Beth pulls the bag off of Dark Lord Botoshen's head. The Dark 
Lord starts doing the Macarena again.
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LECLERC
What do you think you're doing!?

Without ceasing to dance, the Dark Lord approaches Leclerc.

BOTOSHEN
You'll never be have the Christian 
Scientist your mother was.

Leclerc breaks down.

LECLERC
It's true. She is so mentally 
healthy. What is wrong with me?

Botoshen moves to Beth.

BOTOSHEN
Your self-worth is based on the 
attention of other people.

BETH
Tara, baby, you don't mean that.

Botoshen addresses Vinni and Michelle.

BOTOSHEN
You always show up at parties 
without bringing drinks.

VINNI
I don't know what you're talking 
about. The Vinnster doesn't mooch 
drinks.

BOTOSHEN
None of you are investing for your 
future in properly diversified 
mutual funds. 

LECLERC
All in favor of the bag again?

VINNI AND BETH AND LECLERC (CONT’D)
Aye!

Leclerc grabs the bag from Michelle and covers the Dark Lord 
Botoshen again. Beth shivers.

BETH (CONT’D)
That was horrible.
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VINNI
We're gonna get her back. Like I 
said- nobody has connections like 
the Vinnster.

MICHELLE
You think you can use me.

VINNI
Michelle, you've got it all wrong. 
We are going to use each other.

MICHELLE
SILENCE!

Vinni, Beth, and Leclerc immediately go stiff.

LECLERC
Hey, I can't move!

BETH
Vinni, what's going on?

VINNI
See? What did I tell you guys? 
She's got angel powers.

MICHELLE
You WILL play casual games with me.

Beth moves towards the table. 

BETH
I can't control my body. Vinni, fix 
it!

VINNI
Fight it. 

BETH
I'm trying!

Now Leclerc and Vinni move towards the chairs and take seats.

VINNI
Please don't do this, Michelle. 

All three begin setting up the Checkers game.

LECLERC
This isn't right.
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MICHELLE
Quiet. We are good friends having 
excellent times.

LECLERC
What you're making us do is wrong.

MICHELLE
Do not dare preach to me!

LECLERC
No, this is actually wrong. Both 
sides have to be on the same color.

VINNI
He's right, we won't be able to 
jump.

BETH
Michelle, you can't force people to 
like you.

MICHELLE
Of course I can. I can make you do 
anything I want.

BETH
Maybe, but manipulating people into 
liking you makes you as bad as 
Vinni. And he's a garbage person.

VINNI
That is not true unless this is 
working.

MICHELLE
What is the point of being powerful 
if it makes me like Mr.Vinni?

BETH
Exactly. If you keep looking, 
somewhere out there you'll find 
real friends.

MICHELLE
The Beth speaks truth.

Michelle waves her hand and the three are released.

BETH
Actually, can you make these guys 
leave? It's been an emotional day.
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MICHELLE
Of course. Goodbye, Mr.Vinni.

Michelle waves her hand and Vinni starts to leave. 

VINNI
Wait, Michelle. We're still on for 
that Jake Tapper interview 
tomorrow, right? Right!?

Vinni exits. 

MICHELLE
I do not know your name. Goodbye!

Michelle waves her hand and Leclerc starts to leave.

LECLERC
Beth, I left the letter on the 
table. Feel free to punch it up a 
bit and send it back.

BETH
Sorry.

LECLERC
Is that like a good sorry or a bad 
sorry or-

Leclerc exits. Michelle and Beth have a moment. 

MICHELLE
Oh. I should leave too.

BETH
Yeah, sorry.

MICHELLE
Do you want me to fix her?

BETH
No, I like her just the way she is.

MICHELLE
I will go rediscover the joy of the 
Paddington 2 by myself.

Michelle exits. Beth is left alone with Botoshen.

BETH
Honestly, there are way stranger 
people out there.

Beth takes off the paper bag. Blackout. Obvious outro music. 


